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Introduction, a simple decolonising act of reciprocity

Trish:
• Goulburn Area
• Quality Improvement Manager for Shepparton 

Community Share
• Executive Manager Research and Development 

Primary Care Connect
• Advocate for social work 

Corina:
• Dutch Down Under since 2009
• Recruited from overseas for leadership 

role in child protection 
• Lecturer in Social Work and Social 

Policy at the Shepparton campus
• Passionate about social work

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Trish Quibell has worked in the Not for Profit and Government sector for 25 plus years in counselling, case management and leadership roles predominantly in the Goulburn Area .  Trish is currently the Quality Improvement Manager for Shepparton Community Share.  In previous positions Trish has been involved in advocating for Social Work to be delivered in Shepparton and through employing staff recognised that it was becoming increasingly difficult to recruit Social Work graduates to the Shepparton area particularly in the Not for Profit sector.  The ability to work across 4 NFP local agencies and coordinate a SW internship program was an ideal opportunity to support the continued development of the NFP sector in the best interests of the community. Corina Modderman is a lecturer in Social Work and social policy at La Trobe University, Shepparton campus, Australia. She identifies as a Dutch woman who grew up on flat country surrounded by lakes and birds. Corina has over 18 years of international experience in statutory child protection and worked in leadership roles in the Netherlands, Wales, and Australia. Corina’s identity is informed by western ways of knowing but from her social work background positions herself within a strong social justice, progressive standpoint. She is currently about to submit her Ph.D., exploring the role of place for transnational social workers in statutory child protection service delivery. 
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Structure of this talk

•Context

•Our vision & process 

•Findings

•Outcomes

•Limitations
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Context

• Australian Social Work Education and Accreditation Standards: placement in 3rd and 4th 
year 14 weeks full time.

• More and more difficulties to provide required number of placements – competitive field 
and organisation capacity.

• Less social workers are able to ‘voluntarily’ provide field education – neoliberal 
context, complexity, less funding, workload. 

• Field education may cause financial strain for some students –lengthy unpaid field 
placements. 

• Little support in tertiary education to support student placements in terms of workload 
and sessional staff.

• Social Work Shepparton campus – 2017 -2020 First year of 4th year placement. 

• Innovation and accepting diversity in field education models offer opportunities for 
social work education.

• Funding and Employment models for role/position rather than qualification 

(Kalliath et al., 2012; Cleak et al,.2012; Gair et al., 2018; Zuchowski et al.,  2014; Zuchowski et al.,2019)
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Outstanding social work vacancies 
September 2020

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Just a slide to show the need for social workers in GV.Agencies are keen to employ SW but the number of applicants is low and has been for a significant period of time particularly for roles where SW is not a mandatory qualification, we primarily employ to position not qualification and a SW graduate will generally be paid the same as a graduate with another qualification so we have employment conditions to overcome and the attraction to generalist service provision. Shepparton is experiencing significant growth for instance hospital expansion and the Orange Door (30-40 new positions in FV) of which 2 of the partner agencies are Primary Care Connect and Family Care 2 of the largest NFP.In the context of growth and attracting staff NFPs may be a second priority due to conditions and face issues of staff attraction in competitive environment so what can we do….
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Shepparton Community Share (SCS) is a voluntary collaboration between 4 local agencies:The Bridge Youth ServicesFamily CarePrimary Care ConnectConnect GVCollectively we cover a broad range of services, from Child and Family Services, Youth, Community Health and Disability supporting most vulnerable cohorts in the community but in spite of obvious service differences we deliver those services for common purpose…to support people to be the best versions of themselves.  This broad range of services also creates a number of great opportunities for SW students and future graduates particularly in 4 agencies with growth profiles.  But what we know anecdotally is that the capacity to attract qualified Social Workers to Shepparton has long been a problem, local students left to study and it was difficult to entice them back.  They might return to do placement but we failed to embed them within our agencies and create a connection to our purpose.SCS wanted to support the La Trobe SW program locally and grow our local employment pathways for students.  We all provide placements but as one of the CEO’s mentioned during our evaluation discussion ‘That feels a bit like show and tell sometimes’ and there was concern that neither the student nor the organisation was seeing the full potential of each other.
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Our vision and process

• Create our own future workforce, bridging the gap from study to employment and career 
exposure in the not-for-profit sector.

• The Centre for Excellence in Child and Family Welfare was funded by DHHS to develop a 
model for workforce development which coincidentally dovetailed with local 
conversations, so we combined the two.

• The first cohort of 4th year students provided a perfect cohort to pilot a new model 
of transition from study to employment.

• An added extra to fieldwork placement, the opportunity to embed within a local 
agency, get on the job experience, build a resume, be paid within the sector.

• The initial plan was to offer one internship per agency we ended up offering five 
because of the quality of applicants.  

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
By a ‘happy coincidence’ at the same time we were starting to explore opportunities around internships with LaTrobe the CECFW (funded by DHHS) was developing a workforce capacity project looking for a rural agency to host a paid internship.  We were able to deliver 4 agencies all prepared to self fund 12 month internships.  We saw the value in growing our own local workforce. There are other individual agencies in Melbourne and regional Victoria including Bendigo again in partnership with La Trobe, as part of the project but Shepparton is the only site of a collaborative example. 
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For SCS and La Trobe Shepparton this 
was collaborative from the very 
start:

• wanted to work with local students 
and the 4th year La Trobe cohort.

• wanted to ‘package up’ internship 
and field ed within SCS

• Four HR managers worked together 
to undertake the recruitment, 
shortlisted together, interviewed 
together and selected together 
balancing agency preference and 
student preferences.

https://www.sheppnews.com.au/news/2020/03/02/1064777/new-paid-internship-keeps-shepparton-social-work-students-in-town

‘New paid internship keeps Shepparton social work students 
in town’

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Process continued:  The agencies promoted, recruited and interviewed collectively.  We offered a package for the successful interns to also be guaranteed a 4th year field placement in one of the other SCS agencies if they chose to. The students started with 2 days a week in Feb – placement in June – right through to Dec organised around uni tasks. Whilst there was no guaranteed of a permanent position at the completion of the internship this was the perfect foot in the door. And who would of known last year that a guaranteed placement in 2020 would be so valuable!



David Tennant, CEO FamilyCare

‘Fieldwork placements are a good starting point but sometimes it feels a bit 

like ‘show and tell’ as an intern the student became ‘One of our people’ for 

12 months. It changes the context’.
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Outcomes

What HR Managers tell us:

• Impressed with the quality of applicants 

• Working together made the pilot work and increased profile

What CEO’s tell us:

• The partnership provided validity and positive exposure of the 
organisations

• Got more out of it than we had to put into it.

The outcomes for La Trobe:

• Capacity building in field education – partner of choice

• Industry relevant and industry informed collaboration

• Deliver employable graduates



What the interns tell us:

• Allowed students to embed in the agencies see what ‘practice’ 
looks like as an employee, build confidence.
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Limitations
What we are doing different next year:

• We will continue to run the project locally.

• Recruiting currently but providing more information on the agencies.

• Being more specific in the position descriptions to allow students to critically 
evaluate the type of role they want to apply for.

Future questions:

• Agencies are funding the internships internally through vacancy management but it is 
possible that budget pressures could change this in future years.

• Do we expand to include other agencies in the project – question of trust and validity.

• Do we take on more interns – if we grow within the four can we cover the field ed 
component (limited social workers inhouse and pressure from other providers, universities 
and TAFE for placements).

• Do we offer internships outside of social work – Identify gaps and seek to fill those 
i.e. Business and IT.

• Continual pressure to take placements can become counter productive.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Question of Government support for a project like this could be double edged sword, money/funding would make it more attractive but often comes with inflexible parameters, doesn’t solve the pressure around needing SW to supervise Field Ed or capacity to host additional Field Ed. Rigidity of field ed requirements and the logistics of ensuring that students have 2 full days free from study commitments, and the timing of field ed start adds additional complexity to the expansion capacity of the project. But that is where we see the capacity to work as a group of 4 is beneficial to critical mass, advocacy and where we value of our relationship with La Trobe as a local provider who understands local context.
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